
• F R O M MILESI SANITIZING FIMIS

Test sulla formazione dei batteri  HES F OR S A FE S U RF A CE S F O RE V E R 

• • From the technological research Milesi, brand 

SENZA HEALTHY.WOOD 0 f the IVM Group brand of the multinational group 

IVM specialized in the production of wood 

coatings, Healthy.Wood  is the new line of sanitizing 
coatings that provide surfaces with absolute and 

lasting protection against bacteria, without resor

ting to use of disinfectant products. Laboratory 
tests have shown that Healthy.Wood sanitizing 

coatings allow to inhibit bacterial proliferation over 
99.9%, guaranteeing the maximum level of hygiene 
and protection of surfaces, while maintaining their 

aesthetic characteristics unchanged. 
Healthy.Wood is ideal for ali those environments 
where hygiene is an indispensable requirement: 

from domestic spaces such as kitchens, bathrooms, 
children's rooms, or to ali public places such as bars 

and restaurants, cinemas, hotels, schools, shops, 

spaces trade fairs, medicai and professional offi
ces. Healthy.Wood can be used for objects that 

frequently come info contact with humans and 
that need to be sanitized: glasses, children's 

games, etc. 
The strong disinfectant power of Silver, the heart of 
the formulation, in combination with the innovative 

technology developed in the Milesi Research 
Laboratory, has allowed us to create a wide range 

of finishes and finishing coats with extremely inno
vative sanitizing and sanitizing properties. 

The sanitizing particles are integrated directly into their formulation: this ensures that they are distributed evenly. 

The painted surface is thus perfectly resistant to bacteria in ali its parts. 

By not evaporating, their sanitizing action lasts forever, even on frequently cleaned surfaces with detergents, even par

ticularly aggressive ones. 
The surfaces treated with Healthy.Wood sanitizing coatings make the use of disinfectants superfluous. 
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